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Abstract—Ion acoustic (IA) solitons are accompanied by
vortex-shaped nonlinear structures (e.g. hollows, plateaus or
humps) in the electron distribution function, called electron
holes, portraying trapped electrons. These structures appear as
charged flexible clouds (shielded by the background plasma) in
the phase space with their own inertia, depending on the number
of trapped electrons. According to simulation studies, electron
holes tend to merge in pairs until one accumulative hole remains
in the simulation box. This tendency has been analytically and
qualitatively explained in the frame of the energy conservation
principle. However, electron holes accompanying IA solitons
should not merge due to stability of IA solitons against mutual
collisions. In this report based on a fully kinetic simulation
approach, detailed study of the collisions of IA solitons reveals the
behavior of electron holes under these two conflicting predictions,
i.e. stability against mutual collisions and merging tendency. Four
main results are reported here. Firstly, we find that among the
three different types of collisions possible for electron holes, just
two of them happen for electron holes accompanying IA solitons.
We present different collisions, e.g. two large/small and large
versus small holes, to cover all the these three different types
of collisions. Secondly, we show that although electron holes
merge during collisions of IA solitons, the stability of IA solitons
forces the merged hole to split and form new electron holes.
Thirdly, we reveal that holes share their trapped population
during collisions. Post-collision holes incorporate some parts of
the oppositely propagating before-collision holes. Finally, it is
shown that the newly added population of trapped electrons goes
through a spiral path inside the after-collision holes hole because
of dissipative effects. This spiral is shown to exist in the early
stage of the formation of the holes in the context of the IA soliton
dynamics.
Index Terms—Kinetic simulation, Vlasov equation, Ion-
acoustic solitons, collisions.
I. INTRODUCTION
ION acoustic (IA) solitons have been proven to exist inexperimental [1]–[4], theoretical [5]–[8], and simulation
studies [9]. Both reduced fluid (KdV-based [10] and fluid
[11], [12]) and kinetic (PIC [13], [14] and Vlasov [15],
[16]) approaches have been utilized to study these nonlinear
structures. They are proposed to describe electrostatic solitary
waves (ESWs) in the broadband electrostatic noise (BEN)
observed by different satellites (e.g., Polar [17], GEOTAIL
[18], [19], FAST [20], and Cluster [21]–[23]) in various
regions of the Earth’s magnetosphere. They show (like other
types of solitons) an extraordinary property: when they collide
with each other, they come out of the collision intact.
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Washimi and Taniuti [5] showed that IA solitons are in fact
KdV solitons, considering electrons as a Boltzmann’s fluid
(i.e. inertialess) and ions as a cold fluid. The dependencies of
different aspects of KdV solitons on each other are as follows:
M − 1 = δn/3, D =
√
6/δn.
This is known as nonlinear dispersion relation (NDR) in
which width (D) and velocity (M Mach number) depend on
the amplitude of density perturbation (δn). There have been
disparities between experimental results and the predictions
by the NDR [1]. A few different theoretical refinements to the
KdV equation have been proposed to address these disparities.
by adding three extra effects [24], e.g. finite ion temperature
[25]–[27], trapped electrons [10], [28]–[30], and higher order
nonlinearity [31], [32].
Schamel [10], [29] proposed a modified KdV (mKdV)
equation to include the electron trapping effect into the non-
linear fluid theory approach. The mKdV equation possesses
an extra nonlinearity caused by trapped electrons. This new
nonlinearity is controlled by the so called trapping parameter
(β). This parameter describes the distribution function around
the soliton velocity in the phase space. Fig.1 shows that
the distribution function of trapped particles can take three
different types of shapes based on the value of β, namely
hollow (β < 0), plateau (β = 0) and hump (β > 0).
It is shown that electron holes tend to merge in pairs
in simulation studies of beam-plasma interactions [33], [34],
nonlinear Landau damping (Bernstein-Greene-Kruskal -BGK-
modes) [35], and even in electron holes accompanying solitary
waves in pair plasmas [36]. The merging of holes continues
in pairs until the system reaches one single hole, which has
been reported to be stable in both simulation and laboratory
studies [33]. Krasovsky et. al. [37]–[39]. have developed a
model based on the energy conservation principle to describe
this phenomenon qualitatively. They have suggested that based
on the size of electron holes, three different types of collisions
might occur. Furthermore, they have suggested “merging
condition” which determines if electron holes merge during
collisions. It is also reported that electron holes, in BGK mode
simulations, exert central force on each other even if they do
not merge [40].
The merging tendency of electron holes and the stability
of IA solitons against successive mutual collisions present
two conflicting scenarios for a collision of electron holes
accompanying IA solitons. On one hand, electron holes are
shown to be prone to merging when they are large enough
to have considerable overlapping in the velocity direction. In
other words, when they satisfy the “merging condition” (see
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2Fig. 1: Trapped electrons distribution function around v0 =
0 appears as a hollow (β < 0), a plateau (β = 0) and a
hump(β > 0).
Sec. III-A for definition of this condition). On the other hand,
IA solitons survive (theoretically infinite number of) mutual
collisions and so do the electron holes accompanying them.
This stability is independent of their sizes, i.e. if the merging
condition applies.
The goal of this study is twofold:
1) Testing the three different types of collisions possible for
electron holes in the context of electron holes accom-
panying IA solitons. This is carried out by simulating
collisions of IA solitons with different sizes.
2) Examining the dynamics of electron holes accompany-
ing IA solitons when they are large enough to meet the
merging condition.
The simulation approach utilizes the Vlasov equation to
follow the dynamics of both plasma constituents (e.g. elec-
trons and ions) coupled via Poisson’s equation. Note that
simulations presented here are in electrostatic regime. Col-
lisions between IA solitons with different sizes and trapping
parameters are carried out and three ones are reported here,
e.g. two small, large versus small and two large IA solitons.
However, only head-on collisions are analyzed here and the
overtaking collisions remain out of the scope of this paper.
Furthermore, collisions are compared to the different types of
collisions suggested by Krasovsky et. al. [37]–[39].
Since the exact NDR equation (i.e. size, velocity and shape
of the IA solitons) still stays inconclusive, IA solitons are
self-consistently excited in this study. Any large compressional
pulses in the plasma should break into a number of IA solitons,
as it has been reported in numerous experimental and simu-
lation studies [1], [2], [11]. Mathematically, this phenomenon
is explained based on N-solitons solution suggested by Hirota
[41], [42]. This phenomenon, known as chain formation, is
employed here to produce self-consistent IA solitons.
Chain formation and collision of IA soliton have been
studied through fluid simulations [11], [12]; however, they
are not able to present the holes in the phase space and
hence overlooked the kinetic details. PIC [13] and hybrid-PIC
[14] simulations have ignored the details of trapped electrons
distribution function in their reports mostly due to the inherent
noise of PIC which smooths out holes in the phase space.
Vlasov simulation studies of the chain formation have proved
the stability of self-consistent IA solitons, produced by this
method, against successive mutual collisions [15], [16] and
compared them to the Schamel theory [43] .
II. BASIC EQUATIONS AND NUMERICAL SCHEME
For the sake of brevity and clarity, the normalizations to
the ion parameters for different quantities are adopted. Time,
length, velocity and density are normalized by ω−1pi , λDi , vthi
and ni0 accordingly. Where ωpi =
√
ni0e2
mi0
, λDi =
√
0KBTi
ni0e2
and vthi =
√
KBTi
mi
are plasma frequency, Debye length
and thermal speed of ions respectively (KB is Boltzmann’s
constant). The normalized Vlasov-Poisson set of equations is
as follow:
∂fs(x, v, t)
∂t
+ v
∂fs(x, v, t)
∂x
+
qs
ms
E(x, t)
∂fs(x, v, t)
∂v
= 0, s = i, e (1)
∂2φ(x, t)
∂x2
= ne(x, t)− ni(x, t) (2)
where s = i, e represents the corresponding species. The
variable v denotes velocity in phase space. qs and ms are
normalized by e and mi respectively. Densities of the plasma
components are calculated through an integration as:
ns(x, t) = n0s
∫
fs(x, v, t)dv (3)
The equilibrium values ns0 are assumed to satisfy the quasi-
neutrality condition (ne0 = ni0) at the initial step.
In order to introduce a large compressional pulse into the
simulation box, the Schamel distribution function is used as
the initial distribution function.
fs(v) =

A exp
[
− (√ ξs
2
v0 +
√
ε(v)
)2] if
 v < v0 −
√
2εφ
ms
v > v0 +
√
2εφ
ms
A exp
[
− ( ξs
2
v20 + βsε(v)
)]
if
 v > v0 −
√
2εφ
ms
v < v0 +
√
2εφ
ms
in which A =
√
ξs
2pin0s, and ξs =
ms
Ts
are amplitude and
normalization factors respectively. ε(v) = ξs2 (v − v0)2 + φ qsTs
represents the (normalized by KBTi) energy of particles. v0
stands for the velocity of the IA soliton. It is proven that this
distribution function satisfies the continuity and positiveness
conditions while producing a hole in its phase space [44], [45].
We have initialized the Schamel distribution function with a
stationary perturbation (v0 = 0) at x0 = 512 with the form
φ = ψ exp(
x− x0
∆
)2, (4)
in which ψ and ∆ are the amplitude and width of the initial
compressional plus respectively.
3In the simulations presented here, all the three improve-
ments to the KdV theory to overcome the disparities are
included. The simulation method employs the Vlasov equation
directly, hence all the perturbation orders are self-consistently
incorporated. The limitation on the electron dynamics, as the
Boltzmann’s fluid, is removed, since electrons dynamics are
followed in phase space. The approximation of cold ions is
also removed, because the dynamics of the ions is treated
based on the Vlasov equation.
The Vlasov simulation approach, adopted here, has been
developed by the authors based on following the trajectories
in phase space [46], [47]. The simulation method preserves
conservation laws for different quantities, such as entropy and
energy and the distribution function positiveness. For all the
simulations presented here, the deviation from the conservation
laws are constantly checked to stay below one percent.
The constant parameters which remain fixed through all of
our simulations include: mass ratio mime = 100, time step
dτ = 0.01, temperature ratio TeTi = 64 and L = 4096,
where L is the length of the simulation box. The velocity
domain (vmin, vmax) = (−100, 100) for electrons and (−6, 6)
for ions. They are either ψ = 0.05 and ∆ = 10 (small
pulse) or ψ = 0.2 and ∆ = 500 (large pulse). The value
of trapping parameter is β = −0.1 for a hole and β = 0.2
for a hump. We have considered a two-dimensional phase
space with one spatial and one velocity axes. The phase space
grid (Nx, Nv) size is (4096, 4000). Hence the grid spacing on
spatial and velocity axes are δx = 1.0, δv = 0.05 for electrons
and δ = 0.003 for ions. The periodic boundary condition is
employed on the x-direction.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Summary of electron hole merging theory
Ghizzo et al. [40] studied the behavior of electron holes
generated by the BGK modes employing direct integration of
the Vlasov-Poisson system describing the stability of BGK
equilibrium in phase space. They have shown two main
phenomena about electron holes. Firstly, they tend to behave as
quasi-particles in phase space, carrying their own inertia and
can be influenced by force fields [48]. This inertia originates
from the number of trapped particles inside the electron hole,
hence relates to its size [49]. As the trapping parameter β
increases, the inertia of the electron hole grows along with it.
Secondly, before the coalescence they have a central force
behavior which originates from the collective charge they
possess. Therefore, electron holes surface as charged flexible
clouds (shielded by the background plasma) in the phase space
with their own inertia. Central force is repulsive in case of IA
solitons, since they carry the same kind of charge.
Krasovsky et al. [37]–[39] have suggested a dissipative
process during collision of two holes, based on the energy
conservation principle. The internal energy of a hole (kinetic
energy of the trapped electrons in the co-moving frame)
grows during collisions, and hence holes warm up. This is
an irreversible process and causes an effective friction in the
energy balance. In the other words, the dynamics of electron
holes collisions resembles a damping oscillator with  = l/λ
Fig. 2: Two small self-consistent IA solitons with β = −0.1,
which are created by chain formation process, are shown
before their head-on collision. Each of the IA solitons are
followed by an IA wavepacket, which are produced by initial
breaking of the stationary pulse. IA solitons appear as a
compressional pulse, while IA wavepacket can be recognized
by its amplitude swinging between positive and negative
values.
playing the role of a damping parameter (λ and l are typical
distances of charge shielding by background plasma and the
size of the electron hole respectively). As the size (l) grows the
collision becomes more inelastic (for details see Ref. [38]). For
two holes to merge, the relative velocity of the holes should
be slow enough so that the trapped electrons oscillate at least
once during collision (so called “merging condition”). In other
words, this means they should have enough overlap in velocity.
Three different types of collisions are possible based on the
damping parameter () [39]:
1) First type ( 1,  6= 0) (bending):
Just a simple bending of trajectories in the phase space
happens due to repulsion. This collision happens for
holes which do not fulfill the merging condition. In other
words, they do not overlap in the velocity direction.
2) Second type ( < 1,  6= 0) (bending, rotations,
merging):
Two holes starts bending and then rotate around each
other. During their rotations, they slowly lose their
energy and finally merge.
3) Third type ( ∼= 1) (bending, merging):
Two holes rotate once and merge.
B. Benchmarking of the simulation code
As the initial step, a stationary large compressional pulse
(v0 = 0) has been introduced into the simulation domain. This
pulse breaks into two moving pulses dues to the symmetry in
the velocity direction [50]. Each of the small/large moving
pulse disintegrates into one/number of IA soliton(s). During
the disintegration, Langmuir or IA wavepacket emerge (see
Fig.2). This process and the dependency of IA solitons on the
4initial conditions is discussed in Ref. [43] extensively. The
stability of the IA solitons against successive mutual collisions
is presented in Fig.3. Based on fully kinetic approach, the
stability has been discussed throughly in Refs. [15], [16].
C. The first type of collisions: bending
The collision of two small IA solitons in the phase space are
shown in Fig.4, which are moving oppositely with the same
speed. Their relative velocity is much higher than their size
in velocity-direction of the phase space, and hence they don’t
fulfill the merging condition Therefore, their collision is the
first type. When they come close to each other, background
shielding weakens and hence they feel each others’ presence.
So, their trajectories bend in the opposite direction, represent-
ing acceleration due to the repulsion. Meanwhile, due to their
flexibility, this bending affects their shapes partially. They
deviate from their bell-shaped structure, which is predicted
by the Schamel distribution function. After the collision,
they continue the temporal propagation without any further
interactions with each other. However, the bending of the shape
affects the holes in the later time, since it has introduced
some disturbance in the internal structure of the hole. As the
simulation continues, numerous successive collisions of the
IA electron holes with the holes created by IA wavepackets
take place. Fig.5 presents the effect of these collisions on the
shape and structure of the IA electron hole. Successive bending
disturbs the internal structure of the IA electron hole while its
shape stays the same.
D. The third type of collisions: bending, merging and splitting
Fig. 6 presents a collision of a small versus a large hole. The
temporal progression of the collision follows the theoretical
expectation of the third type of collisions. The central repulsive
force pushes the two holes to bend and then rotate around
their collective center of mass. However, as it is the case in the
classical dynamics, the large hole appears to stay still, because
of its higher share of mass. While the small hole seems to
rotate around it. In other words, the center of collective mass is
close to the center of mass of the large hole. On the other hand,
due to the flexibility of the holes, the lighter one bends more
(stretch out around the heavier hole), and hence the merging
seems as if the large hole traps the small one.
After one rotation of holes around each other, on the fluid-
level, two solitons start departing each other, hence each of
them takes their own share of the trapped particles. Therefore,
the accumulated population of trapped electrons (i.e. single
merged hole) splits into two holes. Conclusively, the collision
has one more step (splitting) after the merging to overcome
the discrepancy. Each of the new holes posses the same shape
as the old ones (before collisions) accompanying the same IA
soliton. However, their internal structures differ from the old
ones. The splitting of the single merged hole is in contrast to
the temporal progression of collisions in case of BGK modes
or two-beam instabilities. In these cases, single holes have
been reported to be stable (if it is the only one in the simulation
domain) or tend to merge with other holes, but they never split.
The dynamics in case of the collision of the two large/heavy
holes follows the same pattern as the previous simulation,
and includes bending, merging and splitting (see Fig. 7).
Here, in order to recognize the difference between trapped
electron populations (propagating oppositely), we have shown
the collision between a hump (positive trapping parameter
β = 0.2 ) and a hole (negative trapping parameter β = −0.1).
By checking the electric charge profile of the system, it is
confirmed that both of them (the hole and the hump) carry
the same charge. Therefore, the central force between them
is proved to be repulsive. Due to the similar size of the two
nonlinear structures in the collision, there exists a symmetry
between the two new nonlinear structures.
The collisions of heavier IA solitons up to β = 10 are also
studied and the same processes have been observed. This sug-
gests that IA solitons, despite the inertia and strength of central
force of holes accompanying them, survive the collision. In
other words, fluid theory predictions of KdV solitons should be
refined to overcome the experimental discrepancies concerning
the propagation of IA solitons. However, the prediction about
the stability of KdV solitons against mutual collisions stays
true even under fully kinetic approach which incorporate all
kinetic level refinements, such as three major developments
described in the introduction section.
E. The aftermath of collisions (on kinetic level): Spiral path
Following the kinetic dynamics of the holes after the
splitting shows that inside each of the holes, the newly added
trapped population of electrons follows a spiral path [51] (see
Fig.8). This spiral path can be witnessed in the early stage of
the formation of the electron holes before the collision. The
early stage evolution of an electron hole is shown in Fig.9.
This displays how the IA soliton traps the electron population
around its vicinity in the phase space. Therefore, the newly
added electron population is trapped by the hole and follows
the same path as the initial trapped population.
The spiral path of the trapped electrons inside the hole can
be seen as the continuation of the rotation caused by the central
force. The diameter of the circles decreases because of
the same damping effect that trapped the population at the
beginning, i.e. irreversible dissipative process in the energy
balance. Each time the newly added population rotates the
center of mass of the electron hole, it can be considered as a
collision between the newly added population and the electron
hole.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The process of head-on collisions of two trapped electron
populations accompanying ion-acoustic (IA) solitons is studied
on kinetic level in details for different sizes, based on a fully
kinetic simulation approach. In summary, four main findings
are reported here.
(1) The kinetic theory predicts three types of collisions for
electron holes. Here, the first (bending) and the third (bending,
merging) types are observed but not the second type (bending,
rotations, merging). The second type of collision requires IA
solitons to bounce around their center of collective mass which
5Fig. 3: Long term simulation results of two small self-consistent IA solitons (with β = 0) in a periodic system are presented.
Successive mutual collisions between the two solitons happens three times without changing their features. Propagation of two
IA wavepackets and their collision with the IA solitons are also visible.
Fig. 4: The collision of two small holes (β = 0) is presented in the electron phase space, for τ = 244, 248 and 252 (starting
from the top left corner). Due to their high relative velocity (compared to their size in the velocity direction), they don’t merge
(first type of collision). However, the bending of both their trajectories and shapes can be observed, due to the repulsive central
force between them.
6Fig. 5: Successive collisions between one small hole (accompanying an IA soliton, propagating to the right with β = 0) with
number of holes (accompanying IA wavepacket, propagating to the left) are shown in the phase space of electrons (first type
of collision). Frames belong to time τ = 300, 325, 350, 375, 400, 425 starting from the top left corner. Numerous successive
bending disturb the internal structure of the hole (accompanying an IA soliton).
in the phase space manifests as two holes rotating around each
other more than once. This behavior of IA solitons is against
the N-solitons solution proposed by fluid theory, suggesting
that each IA soliton is the normal mode of the system,
hence they should not try to accumulate. Hence, there is a
discrepancy between merging tendency of holes and stability
of IA solitons. Our kinetic simulation shows that the later
overrule the first tendency and the second type collision does
not happen. This conclusion is limited by the temperature ratio
and the features of the initial IDP, which is used in these
simulations.
(2) In case of the first type collision (bending), long-lasting
consequences of collision on the internal structure of the
electron hole are reported here, especially in case of successive
collisions.
(3) It is shown that the splitting of the single merged hole
is the way a plasma chooses to overcome the discrepancy
between stability of IA solitons and the merging tendency of
electron holes in the third-type collision. Hence, a single hole
is not stable, which contrasts with what has been witnessed in
case of BGK mode and beam-instabilities. Simulations with
much heavier electron holes (β = 6 or 10) have shown stability
against collisions, and displayed the same process for the third-
type collision.
(4) After splitting, each of the new holes has a combination
of the trapped electron populations of the old holes. The two
distinct populations follow a spiral path inside the electron
hole as the temporal evolution continues. This spiral path
is the continuation of the rotation and the merging process
of the two colliding holes after splitting. The newly added
population to the holes continues to act as an independent
trapped population of electrons inside the hole. It loses energy
due to the dissipative effect in the energy balance because of
successive collisions (rotating around the center of mass of the
electron hole). On the other hand, the same evolution pattern
is reported here for the early steps of electron hole formation.
Therefore, after the collision the IA solitons treat their newly
added trapped population the same was as the one trapped
earlier in the formation process.
Conclusively, the nonlinear fluid theory of the IA solitons
and the kinetic theory of electron holes are two controlling
theories/driving forces behind the dynamics studied here. Their
confrontation in the collision process is such that the system
shows most of electron holes kinetic theory predictions, e.g.
bending, one rotation and merging. However, stability of IA
solitons impose the splitting and removes/cancels the second
type of collision, i.e. multiple rotations.
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